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Welcome to our quarterly newsletter
Q1-2017.
The ENTROPY project will design and deploy an innovative IT
ecosystem targeting the improvement of energy efficiency through users' /
consumers' understanding, engagement and, ultimately, behavioral change.
In the present newsletter, we are happy to share with you that we have
completed the development and testing of the Integrated Entropy platform;
as well as made significant progress in the development of the ENTROPY
personalized apps and serious games.
The following figures depict the ENTROPY platform architecture (fig
1), indicative screens of the ENTROPY Dashboard (fig. 2), one out of the three
serious games titled ‘Energy patrol’ (fig. 3) and the personalized app (fig. 4, 5).
Stay tuned to our official project site, to remain up to date on ENTROPY.
Also, join us at the GIoT Workshop on Energy Efficient Solutions based on IoT EESIoT 2017 (June 8th, 11.15am) - organized by ENTROPY - where we will be
presenting the paper "Intergration of Serious Games and IoT Data
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ENTROPY is social !
Find Us and keep up with the latest info and cutting edge progress
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